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Summer Wind’s Original Mailman, Tim, Retires Today After 32 Years    
        By: Andy Bath 
 

   In today’s fast paced world it’s easy to take things for granted like the mail that magically appears in our mailbox six days a week. So why not take a moment to reflect on the career of our mailman and a little history of the USPS as our neighborhood says goodbye to a familiar face. Our mail has been delivered every day, with the exception of two days due to blizzards, during Tim’s 32 year career in Hartford. When asked what he will miss the most about his job? He said, “The interactions with customers. I’ve been able to watch families grow up and get to know them. I like to consider myself part of every neighborhood I deliver to.”  
 All of us have grown up with the USPS and their impeccable ability to deliver our birthday cards, Christmas cards, college acceptance & rejection letters, letters from grandma, and yes, even bills. Some of the most important messages, good and bad, that impacted my life were delivered by mail. The delivery of mail could easily be inserted into the famous saying, “In this world nothing is certain but death and taxes,” which is attributed to Ben Franklin, our first Postmaster back in 1775. No matter what the weather is or what crisis our nation faces, the mail still magically appears in our mailbox six days a week. “I remember one day when the wind chills were 70 below; I would blink and my eyelashes would freeze together,” Tim recalls, but he still managed to deliver to the 706 addresses on his route.  
 Continued on page 2 
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   In Ted I Still Trust! 
               By: Steve Ross 
Look around the state of WI any Sunday during the football season, and you will see green and gold covering almost everyone in sight.  That is because for the last 25 years, the Packers have been the model of consistency in the NFL, making the playoffs 19 times-a staggering 76% higher than any team in the league during that stretch.  The Packers and Ted Thompson have done an excellent job drafting players, making smart free agent acquisitions, and managing the salary cap.  These smart decisions by the Thompson-led front office have assured that virtually every year the Packers have a roster good enough to compete and win in the playoffs.  This has happened by trusting in his methodology and team and not listening to the clamoring of Packer fans.  When Thompson took over as Packer GM in 2005, the team had an aging roster that was millions of dollars over the salary cap.  Yet many fans felt the Packers                         

 was not the case and jettisoned three highly paid veterans and amassed 11 picks for the upcoming NFL draft.  He set the precedent that the Packers would build through the draft, taking the best players available regardless of position.  With his first-ever pick, Thompson had the courage to pick Aaron Rodgers, the highest rated player on the Packer draft board.  The pick and strategy was not well received by fans who wanted to get   
   The following season Thompson fired Mike Sherman; his choice for replacement was Mike McCarthy.  At that point McCarthy was an unknown offensive coordinator for the 49ers who finished 32nd in total offense.  Once again, Packer fans were up in arms over Thompson’s choice.  Thompson also added two veteran players thought to be on the downside of their careers-Charles Woodson and Ryan Pickett, angering fans further.  Those decisions proved to be the basis of great things to come.  Just two years after taking over as GM, following Thompson’s plan, Brett Favre said the 2007 team was the most talented he had ever been a part of.  Proving Thompson was correct in his assessment in 2005, he quickly replenished the team through shrewd decisions and staying true to his beliefs.   Following the 2007 season which the Packers lost in overtime in the NFC Championship, Thompson again angered many fans by choosing to trade Favre to the New York Jets.  Thompson again provided long term vision needed to assure the franchise would continue their successful run.  Knowing that Favre was nearing the end, and if Rodgers didn’t play soon he would be lost to free agency, the change had to be made despite public outrage.  Rodgers quickly showed why 

We Offer Treatment Plans  Designed With Children and Pets in Mind 

 Wasps – Spiders – Ants 
20 Years of Experience Licensed/Insured 

 Call Today for a Free Consultation or To Schedule an In-Home Inspection 
 414-630-3869 
 Upnorthservicesinc.com 
 Keith Baricovich – Owner Up North Services, Inc. upnorthservices@att.net  

Licensed & Insured 
Free Estimates! 

 

 Being the first and only mailman in our neighborhood, he vividly remembers having to drive all the way back here to deliver to one house - today there is close to 100. Even though he was alone during the day, the pressures of completing his deliveries in eight hours were always present. “It’s nice being outside. I got to walk five miles every morning; most of my coworkers walk 10-12 miles daily,” he explained adding, “40 degree rainy days were the worst; I would much rather have snow. You never get used to the weather, but instead you learn how to better prepare for it so you can cope.” 
 

 Below are some interesting USPS historical facts: 
  On July 1, 1847, the first stamps were sold for $.05 for letters being sent less than 100 miles and $.10 for letters going over 100 miles but less than 300 miles. 
 The postal system played a crucial role in national expansion by facilitating expansion west by creating an inexpensive, fast, convenient communication system. 
 In 1914 the mailing of people was prohibited after the parents of Charlotte May Pierstorff mailed her  to her grandparents in Idaho. 
 On August 12, 1918, the USPS introduced airmail. 
 The USPS currently employees 617,000 workers making it the 3rd largest civil employer behind the Federal Government and Walmart. 
 Every $.01 increase in a gallon of gas costs the USPS an extra $8 million per year to fuel its fleet of 211,264 vehicles. 
 Between 1998 and 2008, letter volume has decreased 29% due to increasing use of email and the world wide web for correspondence and business transactions. 
 December 20th is the busiest mail delivery day of the year. 

 Tim did confirm that letters are on the decline; however, online stores like Amazon and Ebay have created a big demand for the delivery of parcels. “Since 2013 our parcel business has increased by 20% every year. Amazon even pays a premium to the USPS to deliver parcels on Sundays,” he told me. It appears that the USPS is adapting to the ever changing demands of business and will hopefully be around for generations to come. 
 A few tips he shared to help the new mailman out were: keep mailboxes clear of snow and cars, keep dogs on a leash or inside, and talk to our carrier about how you want to have him handle packages. Towards the end of our conversation I asked him, “what’s next?” “My wife and I will be staying in Hartford but going on more trips. I will be golfing in the summer, bowling in the winter, and taking it easy.” He then told me, “It’s been a pleasure servicing and getting to know everyone in the neighborhood. That is the part of the job I will miss the most. Everyone in this subdivision was very nice to me.”  
 On behalf of our subdivision, Tim, thank you for your service and friendship, and enjoy your retirement.  
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Thompson was right to make the changes he did, and in just his third year as a starter, Rodgers and the revamped Packer roster won the only Super Bowl in the Thompson era.    Once again Thompson’s leadership and skills are in doubt, but in the time since that Super Bowl win, the Packers have made the playoffs every year along with making two NFC championship games.  Every year the Packers have had a roster to contend to win or at least make another Super Bowl, have the Packers made the most of these opportunities? Absolutely not, but is that the fault of the roster built by Thompson or other failings?  From the moment Thompson took over as GM, people have questioned his decisions.  Consistently Thompson’s choices have proven to be correct, even if they are initially unpopular with the fan base. The Packers have been the most successful organization in the NFC in the Thompson tenure. A fact recognized by the Raiders, Chiefs, and Seahawks as they have pulled their GM’s from the Thompson tree.  While you may not like all of his decisions in the moment, Thompson’s track record shows you will most likely approve of it later.  In Ted I still trust! 
  

          
 

     
                        

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 

As a child who fell in love with sports in Wisconsin in the eighties, I was greeted with the harsh reality sports is far more failure then success. The Packers team lead by head Coach Forest Gregg and quarterback Randy Wright, won four games; the Brewers finished second last in the American League East; the Wisconsin Badgers football and basketball teams where amongst the biggest jokes in Big 10 athletics; the lone bright spot was the Bucks, who won 50 games and their division. Fast forward 30 some years - my kids are about the same age as I was, and they have never seen the Packers not make the play-offs, the Badgers are stalwarts in the top 25 in both football and basketball, the Bucks have one of the most exciting rosters in the NBA, and the Brewers are playing meaningful games in late September!  Enjoy the moment - things in Wisconsin sports will not always be this good, and I’ll tell you why. 
 Aaron Rodgers is undoubtedly one of the all-time greatest quarterbacks, and will continue to be, for a handful more years. Then what’s next for the Packers? It is extraordinarily difficult to win in the NFL without a high level quarterback, and no team in NFL history has had three straight hall of fame quarterbacks.    Wisconsin Athletics is at an all-time high in power sports.  Basketball always makes the NCAA tournaments and has made two final fours. Football has made and won multiple Big Ten division titles and major bowl games. That success has not gone unnoticed, and Wisconsin has had several coaches poached by other Universities. This has occurred at the head coach level and at the assistant coach level.  Continually replacing high level coaches is difficult.  Wisconsin, who rarely gets top recruits, relies heavily on their coaching staff to develop players. Which is why losing this coaching talent may start to degrade Wisconsin’s ability to win at the highest level. 

For the Bucks, everything starts and ends with Giannis. His meteoric rise since joining the Bucks as an unknown 18 year old who played in Greeks lowest professional division to one of the NBA’s best players has been amazing to watch. He is currently under contract until the 2020-21 season, and if plays he like he has the past two years, every team in the NBA will be working to try and sign him away from the Bucks. Without a superstar, the Bucks will not be competing for NBA Championships, but likely the last couple of play-off spots. 
 The Brewers are in what was supposed to be a five year rebuilding plan, yet here we are in the last week in September and they still have a shot at the play-offs in year three of the rebuild. David Sterns has “won” nearly every trade or signing he has made since taking over as the Brewers GM. What I mean by that is the Brewers have gotten more in return than what they gave up. Craig Counsell and his coaching staff have gotten multiple players to have career years. The Brewers play in MLB’s smallest market and have dramatically less money to spend than the teams on the coasts. Ultimately, this means even if Sterns and Counsell do a fantastic job drafting and developing players, when the contracts are up, the Brewers will not be able to afford all of their top talent. This will more than likely trigger another rebuild in 5-7 years. 
 My point with all the negativity is, enjoy the moment. As Wisconsin sports fans, we have never had a sustained run of success like what we are in now. Enjoy these times with your friends and family, because before long we may be telling stories about these times and players and possibly having returned to sports purgatory once again wishing for a winning season for any of our teams.  

Wisconsin Sports Fans, Enjoy the Moment 
            By: Steve Ross  
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You Get What You Expect and You Deserve What You Tolerate 
               By: Nate Klieve 
As fans of the Green Bay Packers, what we expect 
now-a-days is an MVP caliber quarterback. What we 
tolerate is surrounding that quarterback with home 
grown, oft-injured, mediocrity. It is a vicious cycle 
that will likely be stuck on track repeat for the next 4-
5 years. The 2016 season was a perfect example of 
this cycle. On November 20th when the Packers were 
4-6 and on a four game losing streak, the coaching 
staff and front office staff were finally starting to take 
some heat. My fellow fans were finally starting to 
panic that the best years of Aaron Rodgers were 
being wasted and something had to change. At that 
time, I stated my biggest fear would be that somehow 
#12 would drag us into the playoffs, we would win a  
 
game or two, and NOTHING would change in the  
 
offseason. As we now know, that is exactly what 
happened and exactly what will happen, NOTHING.  
But let me tell you why it should. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Let’s start with the obvious; Ted Thompson’s flat out 
refusal to sign free agents or make big trades. I know 
supporters will quickly point to Charles Woodson and 
Julius Peppers, and I will grant those as good, impactful  
Let’s start with the obvious; Ted Thompson’s flat out 
refusal to sign free agents or make big trades. I know 
supporters will quickly point to Charles Woodson and 
Julius Peppers, and I will grant those as good, impactful 
additions. Again, we do not have to look much farther 
than this past year where in the NFC championship 
game our top running back was a wide receiver and our 
best corner was a 2015 undrafted free agent. I work 
with sales people for my living. If Ted Thompson was a 
sales person, he’d be the guy that comes to the office 
every day and seems to be on Youtube or Google every 
time you walk by. “Why aren’t you out seeing 
customers/prospects or at least calling them?!” I would 
think to myself. There seems to be a certain level of 
complacency or maybe even arrogance as a result of  
 
 
 
 
having the best quarterback in the league. He most 
certainly is not the kind of GM that you can give a 
strong horse and enough rations for thirty days and 
expect him to ride back into town with some known 
gems and some hidden gems. (Ex: The Patriots signed 
Chris Long who impacted their defense and Chris 
Hogan who set franchise reception records on the 
way to a Super Bowl.). 
 
This next point, I admit, may not land directly on Ted 
Thompson, but he is most certainly more than an 
innocent bystander. The Packers are always one of 
the most injured teams in the NFL. Part of this is that 
football has the most contact of contact sports. Part of 
this is the “sisification” that is prevalent throughout 
our society. But I would argue that this many years of 
data argue that TT is prone to putting a lot of stock 
into unproven players who prove to be prone to 

injury. The chart below comes from mangameslost.com  
 
 

 

If you think you’re in the market to buy a new car or maybe just selling yours, I’m always looking for cars to buy no matter what condition they are in. Stop by or give me a call; I can provide an expert opinion on its value even if I don’t buy it. 
 

                               Jason Warner 262.707.1110 
continentalmotors@yahoo.com 5862 Franklin Dr. Hartford 

 Continentalmotorsllc.net 

Fall Activity Guide 

   
Apple Picking 

 
Barthel Fruit Farm 

12246 N. Farmdale Rd 
Mequon, WI 53097 

(262) 242-2737 
www.barthelfruitfarm.com 

Mon.-Fri. 9am-6pm 
Sat. 9am-5pm 

Sun 10am-5pm 
*Also has pumpkins available! 

 
Peck & Bushel Organic Fruit Co. 

5454 County Road Q 
Colgate, WI 

(414) 418-0336 
www.peckandbushel.com 

Open weekends from 10am-4pm  

Pumpkin Farms 
 

Basse’s Taste of Country 
3190 County Road Q 

Colgate WI 53017 
(262) 628-3866 

www.bassesfarms.com 
Weekends: Sat. and Sun. 10am-5:30pm 

Weekdays: Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri. 1:30pm-5:30pm 
*Basse’s offers so many kids activities that we wouldn’t 

even be doing it justice by listing a few of them! 
 

Waldvogel’s Farm 
N7416 County Road I 

Juneau, WI 53039 
(920) 885-9590 

www.waldvogelfarm.com 
Saturdays and Sundays 10am-6pm 

Mon.-Fri. 1pm-6pm 
*Waldvogel’s Farm is your Fall Fun destination. With 
more than 30 attractions, you are sure to have a full 

day of fun. 
 

Shalom Wildlife Zoo 
1901 Shalom Dr. 

West Bend, WI 53090 
(262) 338-1310 

www.shalomwildlife.com 
Oct 1-Nov 6th: 10am-5pm 

*Go pumpkin huntin'! Tour the zoo, and find decorative 
pumpkins that have a surprise to collect. Enjoy the fall 

colors. Deer, elk and bison are most active in this 
season. 

 
Meadowbrook Pumpkin Farm and Market 

2970 Mile View Road 
West Bend, WI 53095 

(262) 338-3649 
http://www.meadowbrookfun.com 

Opens at 10am daily. Closes at 8pm Mon.-Wed., 10pm 
Thurs. and Sun., and midnight Fri. and Sat. 

Bounce House available Sat. and Sun. 11am-6pm. We 
open at 10am everyday. *Animal park, petting zoo, 

corn maze, wagon rides, and pumpkins.  
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There is no argument that the Packers window of opportunity to win championships is closing. The chances of another MVP caliber quarterback landing on the Packers roster and being ready to start in 5-6 years are extremely low. There are many things that could change the mentality of tolerance that exists inside 365 Lombardi Ave., but making a change to the GM position and demanding excellence is the most impactful for this Packer fan (and owner). 

 
 
 

This potential project would have good and bad impacts on 
our subdivision and City. Hartford is a growing community, 
and developers like Greg James play an important role in 
what we are and can become. The increase in property tax 
revenue from these units and another 32 families 
supporting the local community is generally a good thing. 
Having another entrance/exit to our subdivision for 
emergency personnel and our general use could also be 
considered a good thing. The location of this development 
should not impact the views for most of us, especially since 
the units are one story and the land currently looks like an 
undeveloped neighborhood. 
 Certainly there are concerns with the completion of this 
project that we all need to consider and not only as a 
Summer Wind HOA member. The construction of this 
project will be an interruption to our normally quiet 
neighborhood. There would be an increase of traffic using 
this newly constructed road, which will impact some of our 
members directly. Will the City be paying for any of this 
project? Nobody has the answer to this question, only 
speculations at this point. Even if the developer agrees to 
pay for the entire project, the City might have to front the 
money and invoice the developer at a later date(s). Even a 
short term loan like this could be risky for our City because 
repayment could be dependent on the developer’s success.  
 The protected wetlands are a prominent feature of our subdivision, and I couldn’t help but think about the future of the other privately owned wetland property surrounding our subdivision. I was able to get a response about this concern directly from Kathi Kramasz, The DNR Water Regulations and Zoning Specialist contact for this region. She explained that she “couldn’t see the DNR issuing a permit for a new subdivision that is completely in wetlands.” This reassuring statement greatly reduced my concern about new subdivisions popping up in the wetlands using the Red Oak’s Development as a case study for why it should be allowed. She also told me that she “doesn’t know anything about the Red Oak’s Development project because there isn’t a pending permit application on file. If a project makes it to the permitting process [which is towards the end of the process] there is no guarantee that the permit will be issued by the DNR.” 
 As it stands right now, without the S. Wilson Ave. project moving forward, the development of Red Oak’s Condominiums is dead. As mentioned several times, there are pros and cons to this project being completed. As a  

subdivision, we can discuss this issue at future member’s meetings and come up with an official HOA stance to convey to our city officials. In the meantime, a related follow up question for the city would be how are they going to encourage business development that will support this population boom? The City of Hartford and its residents would benefit from having more dining, retail, and entertainment options. I will continue to monitor this developing story and provide you with updates as they become available.  
I want to thank Rachel Mixon, Jason Schall, Kathi Kramasz, 
and all city officials for your help with this story. 
 

 Trick-or-Treat Schedule of Events  
Children’s Costume Contest and Party 

  When: Saturday, Oct 28th    Start Time: 4:00pm   Judging Time: 4:30pm   Categories: Scariest, Most Original    Most Adorable, and Funniest   Where: McFarren Mortuary 
   1111 Huron Way    *Prizes, Food, Fun, and Spirits…   All are welcome to attend and participate in the party, including your guest.    Please bring a spooky snack or dish to pass. Summer Wind’s Trick-or-Treat starts   after the party at 5:00pm. Follow our Facebook group page for future updates. 
  Thank you McFarren’s for hosting this event and sponsors!__  Summer Wind Trick-or-Treat  

Saturday, Oct 28th 5:00 – 7:00  
            A couple years ago our members unanimously passed a motion to permanently move Trick-or-Treat to the Saturday night  
  before Halloween, the City is aware and supports this. Last year the City’s trick-or-treat just happened to fall on the same day  
  so there was no change for us. This will be the first year we will be doing this outside of the organized City trick-or-treat,  
  please make sure your outside lights on if you want to participate in our trick-or-treat. It is possible that kids will still show up 
  to trick-or-treat in our neighborhood Sunday, there is no way that we can regulate this. If you turn your outside light offs,  
  kids may not stop, but no guarantees. After all, we are known as the fun subdivision to trick-or-treat in! 

  Please invite your family and friends! The more the merrier! 
  For those of you who are new, it’s acceptable to give out kid & adult treats 
  Adults are encouraged to wear costumes 
  Details about the Murder Mystery Game, that all can play, are on the last page 

  We want this want this event to be lots of fun for everyone! 
    **Lastly, Ding Dong Ditchers Returning** 
  If you weren’t “lucky” enough to be hit by the ding dong ditchers over the summer, hopefully you  
  will be in the coming weeks. Don’t be alarmed or get upset over these ditchers though, this time  
  of the year they leave treats. 
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Member Spotlight & Announcements

  
         We are a family friendly office where children and adults of all ages are welcome. To accommodate our patient’s busy schedules we offer evening appoints and offer emergency services seven days a week.   

 262-644-7400 shumwayfamilydental.com 
smile@shumwayfamilydental.com 

Now Accepting New Patients! 

Slinger Location 
100 E Commerce Blvd, Ste.  B 

Kewaskum Location 
1020 Fond Du Lac Ave 

Meet the Sowinski’s 

                    Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Tom, Paula, Rocky (Shih tzu), and Rambo (Yorkie) Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: We moved to Summer Wind on July 4, 2005, from Menomonee Falls. Q: Hobbies? A: Tom: fishing and officiating basketball. Paula: working on our yard, fishing, and beating Tom at cribbage. Q: What’s your favorite band(s)? A: Tom: Rush and anything Prog-Rock. Paula: Eagles and Fleetwood Mac. Q: What's your favorite destination? A: California and Kentucky because that is where our kids and grandkids live. We also enjoy anywhere the fish are biting, preferably the north woods of Wisconsin. Q: What's one item in your house that should be thrown away but probably never will? A: Tom’s childhood cookie jar that really doesn’t go with anything in our kitchen! Paula has two artificial mini Christmas trees that seem to find their way around the fireplace every year. Q: If you had a time machine, what era would you travel back to? A: We both agree that we liked the early 80’s. Tom because that was the last time he had a full head of hair and Paula for everything else about that time!  

Meet the Soboniak’s 

       Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Conrad, Valerie, Aubrey, and Mackenzie Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: We moved to Summer Wind in February of 2017. We just moved from Cedarburg and lived in Las Vegas prior to Wisconsin. Q: Hobbies? A: Cross-fit and family frisbee  Q: What’s your favorite band(s)? A: Three Days Grace & Skillet Q: What's your favorite destination? A: Mexico beach front!  

Happy Birthday Anika Ross! 

 Anika turns 8 on October 2nd! 

Happy Birthday  Alex Ross! 

 Alex turns 5 on October 31st! 
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Meet the Droege’s 

         Q: Family member names, including pets? A: Chris, Tricia, Camden (6), and Cooper (4). We also have a German Shorthair Pointer named Barley (9). Q: How long have you lived here and where did you move from? A: We moved to Summer Wind from Eagle in June 2013. Cooper was just a few months old and Cam had just turned 2 – what were we thinking?!! So we just enjoyed our 4th summer here. Q: Hobbies? A: With a male dominated household, sports are very important!!  Both boys played t-ball this summer and Camden is in his second season of soccer (and loving it!).  We also enjoy watching WI teams play … Brewers, Packers, Badgers & the Wave as a family.  And for the adults … Chris is very much into the craft beer scene and I continue to remodel our home one room at a time   Unfortunately both hobbies can be quite pricey… Q: What’s your favorite destination? A: As a family, currently to warm destinations with either a beach or pool rank quite high with the boys!! Q: What’s on your bucket list? A: We would love to travel to Europe as a family. We want to make sure the boys remember it so we need them to get a bit older… and a tad more independent!  

Happy 22nd Anniversary Tony & Stacey Koconis & Happy Birthday Tony! 

 The Koconis’ Anniversary is on September 30th, and Tony’s Birthday is on November 23rd!  
 

Happy Birthday Jody Bath! 

 Jody’s Birthday is on October 14th!  

Happy Birthday Austin Bath! 

 Austin turns 5 on November 16th! 

 

Happy Belated  Birthday Matt Burns! 

 Matthew turned 12 on September 19th!  
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Selling New and Existing Homes at Affordability! 

  
Split ranch offers 3BR/2BA/3GA, Master w/custom tiled shower/double sinks/WIC. Fireplace in LIV w/vaulted ceiling, solid panel doors 
w/painted large trim, spacious kitchen w/granite counters. Lower level 
offers full exposed basement w/Patio door & windows and is plumbed for a full bathroom. Reserve this home today 

Call Today for Your Free Market Analysis! Chong Yi Team 414-737-0566 
Chong@united-realtors.net www.United-Realtors.net 

Spacious 2 story offers 4BR/2.5BA/oversized garage/Master Suite w/WIC & private bath w/custom tiled shower. Fireplace in Living room, 
solid doors w/large trim work, granite counters in kitchen, dinette & flex 
room. Lower level offers full exposure and is plumbed for a full bath. Move in ready for late Spring  

  Get ready for the classic Murder Mystery game Clue like you’ve never played it before – a scavenger hunt taken to a whole new level! No board, no scripts, no complicated or expensive set-up-JUST FUN!  Find clues throughout the subdivision, and be the first to discover who murdered Mr. Bobby, where they did it, and what they did it with. 
 

 We are looking for homes to participate by having clue(s). With 29 clues available, we need a lot of help! You can still play if your home participates.  
 Your family and friends are encouraged to play. 
 The game will be played during trick-or-treat, 5:00-7:00pm. 
 Be the first to solve the mystery and win a prize. 

 Households willing to participate, please contact Tami Block or Danielle Klieve by 10/21. 
 Tami: 414-217-6088 or tami.block@yahoo.com Danielle: 414-793-5325 or maddendl@gmail.com 


